The influence of culture on creativity in ideation: a review
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Abstract
The relationship between culture and creativity has sparked the interest of researchers for decades. Although researchers have attempted to establish a connection between culture and creativity, the precise relationship between the two remains ambiguous. The current paper examined extant literature on the subject matter and synthesized the relations between culture and creativity in ideation over the past twenty years. The present study expounds upon the utilized samples, measures implemented to assess creativity and culture, and the study results.
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1. Introduction
The topic of how culture impacts creativity has captured scholars’ interest for decades (Gong et al., 2023; Peng et al., 2021; Xie & Paik, 2019; Zheng et al., 2022). Culture is conceptualised as the transmission and creation of content and patterns of values, ideas and other factors that can shape and mould individuals’ cognitive and behavioural tendencies (Gong et al., 2023, p. 2, referring to Kroeber & Parsons, 1958). In our study, we follow the widely recognised definition of creativity found in Rhodes: “The phenomenon in which a person communicates a new concept (which is the product). Mental activity (or mental process) is implicit in the definition, and of course no one could conceive of a person living or operating in a vacuum, so the term press is also implicit” (1961, p. 305). The link between culture and creativity is multifaceted and can be succinctly summarised as follows. The cultural values of individuals are shaped by the environment in which they are raised, and they are influenced by the culture of their nation or society, which ultimately leads to variations in their creativity. Moreover, individuals engage in creative processes to produce objects that may embody their culture and exert an impact on other individuals, thereby influencing their behaviours and responses (Gong et al., 2023). While empirical evidence has supported the idea that a connection exists between culture and creativity, the precise nature of this relationship remains a topic of debate. Regarding one cultural dimension – individualism versus collectivism – a study was conducted wherein subjects from 17 different nations were enlisted to independently generate ideas. The findings revealed that individualism had a favourable impact on the quantity of novel ideas produced (Wodehouse et al., 2011). However, alternative perspectives exist among the scholars who have examined the beneficial associations between original ideas and individualism versus collectivism. For instance, Ye and Roberts (2017) documented the positive influence of collectivism on creativity. This is just one example of the diverse outcomes and inferences derived from different measurements, tasks and procedures employed in experiments. Our
study aims to understand the literature's heterogeneity and presents an analysis of previous research to explore the links between culture and creativity with an emphasis on the early stage of design (ideation) in the past two decades. We focus on ideation as this stage has garnered significant attention in the realm of design and creativity and plays a crucial role in the subsequent phases of the design process (Gonçalves & Cash, 2021).

2. Research method

A preliminary review of the literature pertaining to the intersection of creativity and culture was conducted. The scope of the review was broad, encompassing several fields rather than a single one. We searched for the words "cultur*" AND "creativity" AND "idea" in the titles, abstracts and keywords of the articles present in various academic databases, including but not limited to the Summon meta-database, Scopus, Web of Science, EBSCO Information Services, Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, JSTOR, Design Society, and Wiley Online Library, from January 2000 to May 2023. The inclusion of the first word was based on the consideration that in such cases, culture was part of the study design or was explicitly measured.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the literature review selection process

A total of 1,048 research articles were identified from the databases. After excluding 234 items (e.g., duplicates and magazine articles), the final number was 814. Then, we established a set of exclusion criteria. We removed papers written in languages other than English (n = 21) and papers that did not contain a case study, empirical study, experimental study or comparative study involving an ideation task (n = 648). Articles that did not measure creativity based on outputs (n = 740) and that presented results unrelated to culture were also excluded (n = 457). Our focus was on empirical evidence that allowed exploring the influence of culture on creativity in ideation, which led us to prioritise papers based on experimental research. The first author employed these four exclusion criteria to select a total of 17 articles for the study. This corpus was expanded by extracting pertinent references from it and by conducting a search for associated articles on the website Connected Papers. As a result, an additional article was included in the sample. Our methodology for conducting the search and screening is illustrated in detail in Figure 1.

3. Results

This section provides a summary of the sample, the creativity- and culture-related measures, and the link between culture and creativity as derived from the literature review. Although creativity and culture
have been extensively studied over the past century, it is essential to comprehensively analyse the current state of these complex concepts. Therefore, we have focused on articles published since the year 2000.

### References

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Creativity-related measures</th>
<th>Culture-related variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ge et al. (2021)</td>
<td>300 students from 16 countries</td>
<td>Individualistic in creative instruction</td>
<td>Manipulation of cultural orientation</td>
<td>number of creative ideas</td>
<td>task performance, creativity, cultural orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haines (2013)</td>
<td>25 participants from the UK and Europe</td>
<td>Individualistic in creative instruction</td>
<td>Cultural orientation</td>
<td>number of creative ideas</td>
<td>task performance, creativity, cultural orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koronis et al. (2019)</td>
<td>100 students from the US and Canada</td>
<td>Individualistic in creative instruction</td>
<td>Cultural orientation</td>
<td>number of creative ideas</td>
<td>task performance, creativity, cultural orientations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 2. Summary of the samples, procedures, and measures

3.1. A descriptive summary of the studies included in the review

Regarding the publication channels, six articles (Ge et al., 2021; Haines, 2013; Koronis et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2011; Wodehouse et al., 2011; Ye & Robert, 2017) were published in conference proceedings, such as those of the International Conference on Engineering Design and the ACM Conference on Creativity & Cognition. The remaining articles (n = 12) were published in journals, such as The Design Journal and the Creativity Research Journal. The conferences and publications with the most papers (n = 2) were the ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work and Social
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Computing, the International Conference on Engineering Design, and Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes. Scholars from various countries, including Canada, China, Germany, Greece, South Korea, the United Kingdom and the United States, examined the impact of culture on creativity in ideation. The vast majority of them were based at academic institutions, with the exception of a representative from Google, who was affiliated with a corporate entity. These researchers possessed a diverse range of specialisations, including psychology, organisational behaviour, human–computer interaction, modern pedagogical technology and human-centred design.

3.2. Experimental samples, procedures and tasks

All 18 studies recruited participants from universities, and their samples ranged from 32 to 496 persons (Figure 2). They all included idea-generation tasks to be carried out individually or in a group. Approximately two-thirds of the studies enlisted subjects from different countries in order to use cultural indexes or nationalities as independent variables in their analyses. This allowed the authors to assess differences among groups and verify the connection between culture and creativity (Ge et al., 2021; Haines, 2013; Koronis et al., 2019; Liou & Lan, 2018; Nouri et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2021; Saad et al., 2015; Wodehouse et al., 2011; Wodehouse & Maclachlan, 2014; Yi et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2022).

Seven studies conducted in a single country recruited participants and manipulated their cultural values before ideation (Bechtoldt et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2019; Goncalo & Duguid, 2012; Goncalo & Staw, 2006; Lee & Choi, 2022; Wang et al., 2011; Ye & Robert, 2017). The participants were divided into different conditions (e.g., individualistic and collectivistic value orientations) based on manipulations before an ideation task to measure differences among groups and demonstrate the influence of culture on creativity (Goncalo & Staw, 2006). Some studies included an idea-selection task after the idea-generation task. However, our focus is not on this aspect; therefore, we will not delve into the topic of idea selection (Figure 2).

In the reviewed articles, the ideation tasks depended on the participants' backgrounds. The tasks varied considerably – from designing a tool to extract juice from fresh oranges for family use to devising a product to help urban supermarket shoppers transport their weekly shopping without using their cars (Koronis et al., 2019; Wodehouse & Maclachlan, 2014). In cases where the participants came from different disciplines or where information about their backgrounds was not specified in the studies, the chosen tasks were familiar to students. For instance, one task involved generating creative ideas to mitigate pollution (Ye & Robert, 2017). Figure 2 presents a comprehensive list of the ideation tasks used in our sample.

3.3. Measures to evaluate creativity and culture

It should be noted that the terminology used in the current investigation is derived from the literature; we will not discuss the accuracy or suitability of the concepts and metrics employed to assess creativity and culture. The articles in our sample come from diverse disciplines, whose emphases on culture and creativity might not necessarily overlap. All the terms used here were drawn from the reviewed papers.

3.3.1. Measures to evaluate creativity

Many of the studies in our sample enlisted evaluators (between 2 and 21) to assess the ideas generated during the ideation exercises. Some of the studies neglected to account for the raters' backgrounds comprehensively, and only one provided a detailed explanation of such backgrounds (Koronis et al., 2019). Furthermore, one study asked the participants to evaluate their own ideas. Finally, in three studies, the authors judged creativity-related content (e.g., by counting the number of ideas).

The metrics of creativity evaluation were varied, and they included flexibility (Choi et al., 2019), fluency (Bechtoldt et al., 2012), novelty (Choi et al., 2019; Lee & Choi, 2022), productivity (Wang et al., 2011), originality (Bechtoldt et al., 2012) and creativity (Goncalo & Duguid, 2012; Lee & Choi, 2022) (see Figure 2). For each metric, the authors employed different assessment methods. For example, to measure fluency, some researchers counted ideas per group (Goncalo & Staw, 2006), while others simply counted sketches (Wodehouse et al., 2011) or noted the selection of non-redundant and unique ideas that were task appropriate (Saad et al., 2015; Ye & Robert, 2017). The choice of creativity metrics was probably influenced by the scholars' backgrounds and the conventions of their disciplines.
3.3.2. Measures to evaluate culture

The reviewed studies used three approaches to the quantification of culture-related content. The first one was based on nationality, and it compared the creativity of participants from different countries and with diverse experiences. This approach employed countries as a variable to demonstrate the specific cultural background or experience positively correlated to creativity (Ge et al., 2021; Koronis et al., 2019; Liou & Lan, 2018; Nouri et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2021; Saad et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2011; Yi et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2022). The researchers using the second approach recruited participants from different countries and employed cultural-dimension indexes to analyse the connections between culture and creativity (Haines, 2013; Wodehouse et al., 2011; Wodehouse & Maclachlan, 2014). For example, compared to several previously mentioned studies, which evaluated the differences between participants from various nations, Wodehouse and Maclachlan (2014) adopted Hofstede's national-culture index as an independent variable to measure the correlation between culture and design creativity. The third approach involved the manipulation of participants' cultural values (e.g., individualistic vs collectivistic value orientations) before the ideation tasks. This was done to analyse the differences among the groups and verify culture's positive or negative influence on creativity (Bechtoldt et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2019; Goncalo & Duguid, 2012; Goncalo & Staw, 2006; Lee & Choi, 2022; Ye & Robert, 2017).

3.4. The influences of culture on creativity in ideation

We divided the reviewed studies into two categories. The first one comprised those that used nationality or the participants’ backgrounds (e.g., studying abroad or residing domestically) to evaluate the impact of culture on creativity. The second one included those that employed or manipulated the participants’ cultural values for such evaluation.

3.4.1. The cultural influence of participants’ backgrounds on creativity

The first category contains nine studies. In these, the participants were recruited from diverse countries, and their nationalities or backgrounds were used as variables to compare the differences in creativity among the groups (Figure 2, second column, cells with a purple background). Of these nine studies, four recruited participants from the United States and China (Liou & Lan, 2018; Nouri et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2022). The rest included individuals from the United States and Morocco (Peng et al., 2021), the United States and Japan (Ge et al., 2021), Singapore and Portugal (Koronis et al., 2019), China and Canada (Saad et al., 2015), and China and Germany (Yi et al., 2013).

The findings concerning culture and creativity have been summarised as follows: 1) Chinese participants working in intercultural groups scored higher on the breadth of ideas (the average semantic distance between any two ideas) than those working in intracultural groups. This resulted from a condition where the participants were shown pictures selected from the relevant set with the highest utility score, in which no difference was observed in the American participants (Wang et al., 2011). 2) There were no significant disparities in artistic-creativity performance when comparing Asian German individuals with Caucasian German individuals. Furthermore, no differences were found between Chinese studying abroad and Chinese residing domestically (Yi et al., 2013). 3) The originality level of Chinese individuals who worked under a supervisor was significantly lower than that of those who worked independently. The idea fluency of American individuals was lower when working in the presence of peers as opposed to when working independently or under a superior. The degree of elaboration exhibited by American individuals was slightly reduced when operating in the presence of peers as opposed to when working under a supervisor (Nouri et al., 2015). 4) Individualists tended to outperform collectivists in generating ideas when working independently. Collectivists tended to exhibit higher idea quality, specifically in terms of originality, when compared to individualists. Individualists tended to produce a greater number of distinct ideas compared to collectivists when working collaboratively. A discernible discrepancy was found in the quality of ideas between collectivistic groups and their individualistic counterparts, with the former exhibiting superior performance (Saad et al., 2015). 5) Regarding group ideation, Americans obtained higher scores in originality than Chinese, and Chinese scored better in usefulness than Americans (Liou & Lan, 2018). 6) Singaporean students exhibited superior performance on the novelty metric, while Portuguese students demonstrated better results on the appropriateness metric (Koronis et al., 2019). 7) Engineering students from the United States showed
a tendency to achieve higher scores in creativity, novelty, usefulness and liking of their own ideas than their Japanese counterparts (Ge et al., 2021). 8) When working independently, American students demonstrated higher levels of originality than their Chinese counterparts. In the context of group work, Chinese students exhibited superior performance in terms of originality when compared to their American counterparts (Zheng et al., 2022). 9) American students exhibited higher levels of idea fluency than their Moroccan counterparts. The perceived quality – the goodness of the ideas – was found to be equivalent (Peng et al., 2021).

3.4.2. The influence of participants’ cultural values on creativity

Six experimental studies from our sample manipulated participants’ individualistic and collectivistic values in order to examine intergroup differences in creativity (Figure 2, second column, cells with a yellow background) (Bechtoldt et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2019; Goncalo & Duguid, 2012; Goncalo & Staw, 2006; Lee & Choi, 2022; Ye & Robert, 2017). The remaining three studies explored the relationship between other cultural dimensions and creativity (Haines, 2013; Wodehouse et al., 2011; Wodehouse & Maclachlan, 2014), as shown in Figure 2, second column, cells with a yellow background. The findings related to culture and creativity have been summarised as follows: 1) Individualistic groups instructed to be creative generated significantly more ideas compared to collectivistic groups that received the same instruction. Collectivistic groups that were instructed to be practical generated a slightly higher number of ideas than individualistic groups. When instructed to be creative, individualistic groups produced a significantly higher number of ideas than those generated by individualistic groups instructed to be practical and more creative ideas than those produced by collectivistic groups. Conversely, collectivistic groups exhibited a significantly higher number of ideas when instructed to be practical rather than creative (Goncalo & Staw, 2006). 2) Individualism had the largest effect on the number of ideas generated, with uncertainty avoidance also forming a significant relationship (Wodehouse et al., 2011). 3) The average number of ideas was greater in collectivism-oriented groups compared to those with individualistic values. Originality was found to be greater among participants who held collectivistic values but adopted an individualistic self-construal as opposed to those who maintained a collectivistic self-construal (Bechtoldt et al., 2012). 4) Groups produced more ideas and creative ideas overall when they were manipulated to be individualistic rather than collectivistic. Manipulation to be individualistic promoted the expression of more ideas and more creative ideas in groups composed of less creative personalities when conformity pressure was high rather than low. In comparison, manipulation to be individualistic promoted the expression of more ideas and more creative ideas in groups composed of highly creative personalities when conformity pressure was low rather than high (Goncalo & Duguid, 2012). 5) One study employed the GlobeSmart Assessment Profile to evaluate cultural differences and degrees of diversity along five continuums: independent/interdependent, egalitarianism/status, risk/restraint, direct/indirect and task/relationship. The results showed that the greater the dispersion of group members along the risk/restraint cultural continuum, the lower the scores for feasibility, usefulness and overall creativity. In addition, there was a negative correlation between the overall creativity of ideas and the task/relationship dimension as well as overall diversity (five dimensions) in the groups (Haines, 2013). 6) The dimensions of individualism versus collectivism and uncertainty avoidance have been found to impact persons who tend to be creative in idea generation (Wodehouse & Maclachlan, 2014). 7) When participants were primed towards collectivism and perceived high diversity in their group members, the number of unique ideas and the quality of ideas were higher than in other conditions, such as collectivistic priming with perceived low diversity and individualistic priming with perceived low and high diversity (Ye & Robert, 2017). 8) The groups that exhibited a combination of a collectivistic value orientation with independent self-representation demonstrated a greater degree of flexibility and novelty as well as a higher quantity of original ideas compared to those that combined a collectivistic value orientation with interdependent self-representation. Furthermore, the former groups exhibited a decrease in idea fixation compared to the latter (Choi et al., 2019). 9) In conditions where an independent self-concept was emphasised, the level of creativity in ideas was greater in the collectivistic norm condition compared to the individualistic norm condition. The collectivistic norm condition yielded higher maximum and average novelty scores than the individualistic norm condition. The study in question found that groups that integrated an
independent self-concept with a collectivistic norm exhibited higher levels of maximum and average
novelty than those that integrated an independent self-concept with an individualistic norm (Lee & Choi,
2022).

4. Discussion
The reviewed studies investigated the relationships between culture and creativity in ideation. To
facilitate the understanding of the phenomena in question, we categorised their results into three
sections, which deal with the influences of cultural diversity, cultural backgrounds and cultural values
on creativity (Figure 2; last column; pink, blue and green backgrounds, respectively).

4.1. The influence of cultural diversity on creativity
Perceiving that one's group is very diverse in how they deal with risk (risk versus restraint) seems to
lead to less useful and feasible ideas (Haines, 2013). This means that having groups where some
members are risk averse while others are risk seekers is not beneficial to creative outcomes. Regarding
the task-relationship dimension, a task orientation is characterised by quick transitions to relevant issues,
a focus on meeting goals within deadlines and direct disagreement. In contrast, a relationship orientation
involves building trust, understanding the importance of relationships for goal achievement and
communicating disagreement indirectly. The greater the focus of the group on task completion, the
greater its efficacy and overall-productivity rating. The more divided the group along this continuum,
with some members more relationship oriented while others more task oriented, the lower the usefulness
score (Haines, 2013). Haines's (2013) findings contradict prior research that suggested the potential
benefits of diversity in enhancing group creativity (Bouncken, 2009; Kurtzberg, 2005). Furthermore,
another study demonstrated that there was no difference between intercultural groups (one Chinese and
one American) and intracultural groups (two Chinese or two Americans) in terms of the quantity and
originality of the ideas generated (Wang et al., 2011). In general, cultural diversity among group
members has not been shown to enhance creativity, and it may have a detrimental impact, particularly
with regard to usefulness and feasibility. A definitive conclusion in this domain is not possible due to
the limited number of reviewed articles. Therefore, more research is necessary to explore the
relationship between cultural diversity and creativity in ideation.

4.2. The influence of cultural backgrounds on creativity
Several scholars found no significant differences among participants who were from different countries
or had diverse experiences (Koronis et al., 2019; Peng et al., 2021; Yi et al., 2013). Concerning
originality, they verified that Chinese exhibited higher originality than Americans (Nouri et al., 2015)
and Canadians (Saad et al., 2015). However, other researchers demonstrated that Chinese students had
lower originality scores than American students (Liou & Lan, 2018). Scholars also have different
opinions about different working conditions. Nouri et al. (2015) found that Chinese students working
alone outperformed in terms of originality other Chinese students who worked collaboratively with
peers or under a supervisor. By contrast, other researchers noted that Chinese students derived benefits
from collaborative work regarding originality (Zheng et al., 2022). Concerning the level of fluency,
American and Canadian students performed better than Chinese ones (Nouri et al., 2015; Saad et al.,
2015), and Americans exhibited higher levels of idea fluency compared to Moroccans (Peng et al.,
2021). In terms of appropriateness and usefulness, only one study found a significant difference between
Americans and Chinese, with the latter's ideas showing a higher level of usefulness than that of the
Americans' ideas (Liou & Lan, 2018). The rest of the studies did not focus on this metric or did not
uncover significant differences among the countries, such as Zheng et al. (2022). Additionally, a study
using self-evaluation verified that students from the United States obtained higher scores in creativity,
novelty, usefulness and liking of their own ideas compared to students from Japan (Ge et al., 2021).
Further research is required to establish a definitive link between the cultural backgrounds of
participants and their creativity, given the inconsistent findings regarding originality in previous studies
(Liou & Lan, 2018; Nouri et al., 2015; Saad et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2022). Several factors have to be
considered when recruiting participants from different countries, such as their academic fields,
education levels and the curricular systems under which they are studying. For example, consider a scenario where an experiment enlists design students from several universities across different nations. In this case, the education systems involved will vary. Consequently, the students' abilities and subject-specific knowledge will be different, which will potentially impact their capacity to generate creative ideas. When the findings indicate that individuals from a certain country exhibit a greater degree of creativity, it is not possible to definitively ascertain if their creativity is impacted by their culture, educational system or curricular system.

4.3. The influence of cultural values on creativity
Among Hofstede's cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 2001), the individualism versus collectivism dimension has garnered greater attention compared to the other dimensions proposed by the author, such as uncertainty avoidance (Bechtoldt et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2019; Goncalo & Duguid, 2012; Goncalo & Staw, 2006; Lee & Choi, 2022; Ye & Robert, 2017). The reviewed studies found that groups generated more ideas and creative ideas overall when they were manipulated to be individualistic rather than collectivist (Goncalo & Duguid, 2012). Individualism versus collectivism was positively correlated to the quality of unique ideas (Ye & Robert, 2017). Moreover, individuals who held collectivistic values exhibited a higher ideation output compared to those who held individualistic values (Bechtoldt et al., 2012). Also, there was a higher level of novelty in groups primed to be collectivistic than in those primed to be individualistic (Lee & Choi, 2022). It was observed that the ideas of participants who held collectivistic values and were primed to have an individualistic self-construal (Bechtoldt et al., 2012) or an independent self-representation (Choi et al., 2019) exhibited greater originality compared to the ideas of those who were primed to have a collectivistic self-construal (Bechtoldt et al., 2012) or an interdependent self-representation (Choi et al., 2019). Furthermore, groups produced more creative and novel ideas when they combined an independent self-concept with a collectivistic group norm rather than with an individualistic group norm (Lee & Choi, 2022).

There are disagreements in the sampled literature in relation to the individualism versus collectivism, which might result from several reasons. The terminology employed (individualism versus collectivism, individualistic/collectivistic self-construal, and independent/interdependent self-representation) exhibits a high degree of similarity, albeit with diverse applications across different disciplines (Hofstede, 2001; Lechuga, 2012). For instance, collectivism refers “to the need to fit in, [and it] is also known as interdependence” (Lechuga, 2012, p. 452). Therefore, we suspect a low efficacy of dual manipulation and the distinction between two groups (e.g., independent self-representation in collectivistic value orientation and interdependent self-representation in individualistic value orientation). Two studies attempted to reach a more comprehensive understanding of cultural influences on creativity by using national-culture indexes based on Hofstede’s (2001) research (Wodehouse et al., 2011; Wodehouse & Maclachlan, 2014). They revealed that power distance, individualism versus collectivism, and uncertainty avoidance negatively correlated with the number of ideas and sketches. However, they also mentioned the limitation of adopting such indexes to measure individuals’ cultural values, and they did not provide statistically significant analyses based on p values. We found other articles that provided clues to explore further this topic (these works were excluded from our literature review because they did not measure creativity based on outputs). One study evaluated participants’ cultural values with a questionnaire that had acceptable reliability and variety (Gong et al., 2023). It found statistically significant connections between individuals’ cultural values and their experiences of creativity. This study also conducted a pre-investigation to select rarely used creative methods, which were employed in the idea-generation experiment to avoid unexpected influences in ideation, such as domain-relevant skills and creative processes.

5. Conclusions, limitations and future research
The present review analysed the findings of 18 articles dealing with the influence of culture on creativity. By synthesising the diverse and fragmented literature on this topic published between 2000 and 2023, this review elucidated three areas of research: 1) the influence of cultural diversity, 2) the influence of cultural backgrounds and 3) the influence of cultural dimensions. Still, the correlation between culture and creativity remains uncertain due to contradictory results.
The scope of this review is limited to idea generation; however, future studies could look at idea selection to better understand the influence of culture on ideation. In addition, for keyword searching (i.e., creativity), which are popular and commonly used terms. Some researchers might utilise terms such as creative performance or innovation, depending on their academic fields. This might have led to the exclusion of possibly relevant publications in the present review. Still, we used forward and backward referencing, along with keyword searches, to find relevant articles and remove search bias. More studies are needed to explore the connection between culture and creativity in ideation due to the limited number of articles reviewed here and their contradictory results. Furthermore, it is important to examine strategies for dealing with the influence of culture. If it is determined that a particular cultural feature or national origin exerts a detrimental impact on people's creativity, what actions might be taken to address this issue? Scholars have proposed methods to prime cultural values through digital technologies in order to mitigate the impacts of culture, and they have conducted experiments in cultural priming with video and virtual-reality stimuli (Gong et al., 2022; Gong, Gonçalves, Latif, & Georgiev, 2023; Gong, Gonçalves, Nanjappan, & Georgiev, 2023). These studies have confirmed that individuals' cultural values can be modified, which can affect their performance in ideation (Gong, Gonçalves, Latif, & Georgiev, 2023). Regrettably, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of further evidence on this aspect.
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